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Abstract— Collaborative robots that work alongside humans
will experience service breakdowns and make mistakes. These
robotic failures can cause a degradation of trust between
the robot and the community being served. A loss of trust
may impact whether a user continues to rely on the robot
for assistance. In order to improve the teaming capabilities
between humans and robots, forms of communication that aid
in developing and maintaining trust need to be investigated.
In our study, we identify four forms of communication which
dictate the timing of information given and type of initiation
used by a robot. We investigate the effect that these forms of
communication have on trust with and without robot mistakes
during a cooperative task. Participants played a memory task
game with the help of a humanoid robot that was designed
to make mistakes after a certain amount of time passed. The
results showed that participants’ trust in the robot was better
preserved when that robot offered advice only upon request as
opposed to when the robot took initiative to give advice.

I. INTRODUCTION

As robots continue to become more sophisticated, an
increasing number of applications will involve collaboration
between humans and robots. Mixed human-robot teams will
become more prominent in air travel, hospitals, factories and
even consumer homes. As these mixed human-robot teams
become more prevalent, implementing effective communica-
tion strategies between a robot and its human teammate will
be vital to achieving team goals. The interactions within these
teams can take many forms, e.g. a pilot asking a robotic co-
pilot for advice on how to approach a difficult maneuver,
a robot factory worker offering help to a human co-worker,
or a person asking a robot butler for assistance in finding a
missing item.

Due to the increasing number of human-robot teams, it is
important to consider the factors that affect a user’s trust of
a robot. One of the largest factors affecting continued use of
robotic systems and user trust is robotic failure [6]. However,
due to the complex nature of the environments and tasks
in which robots will have to operate, service breakdowns,
failures, mistakes and/or errors are inevitable. These failed
or unexpected behaviors can cause a degradation of trust
between the robot and the teammates/users. Whether a user
continues to look to the robot for assistance may be impacted
by this loss of trust. How then should robots communicate
effectively to create trust?
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A few studies in the human-robot interaction (HRI) lit-
erature have explored speech interactions [19], [20] but the
role of who initiates the interaction and when a robot speaks
has not been studied in relation to user trust. We seek to
understand how different forms of communication (FOC)
can impact the gain and degradation of trust in human-
robot teams. In our study we identify four common FOCs:
unsolicited, solicited, pre-corrective and post-corrective and
investigate the effect each has on trust when a robot makes
mistakes. In order to test the effects of the FOCs on trust,
we created a cooperative Simon Says game that a human
participant plays alongside a robot partner. This game sim-
ulates a task with high mental strain. During this task, the
robot provides assistance in the form of advice via one of
the identified FOCs. At predefined times, the robot fails and
gives incorrect advice to the participant. Trust measurements
are taken periodically to measure changes in user trust over
time. We seek to determine how the FOC affects both rise
and fall in trust when mistakes occur.

This work provides the following three contributions. First,
we identify four forms of communications and distinguish
these from other aspects of human-robot interactions. Sec-
ond, we evaluate the effects of these FOCs on user trust
through a collaborative game. We compare the differences
on trust when the robot does not make mistakes and after
it begins to make mistakes. Third, we compare the effect of
the FOC used on how often participants agree with the robot.
We found that a humanoid robot giving solicited advice had
a significant effect on both trust and agreement as compared
to the other FOCs.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Trust and Collaboration

As robot capabilities continue to improve, robots will
move into households and workplaces and interact collab-
oratively with people. Trust will play an important role in
the relationship between humans and robots [13], [2]. For
instance, Hancock et al. has shown that an individual’s trust
affects how soon they will intervene as the robot progresses
towards task completion [6]. Freedy et al. found that a
person will intervene sooner if they trust the robot less [2].
Xu et al. found that a person’s behavior changes based on
whether their first encounter was with a robot providing
incorrect versus correct advice [22]. Furthermore, Steinfeld
et al. demonstrated that a user’s level of trust also affects the
willingness of people to accept information produced by the
robot and to follow a robot’s advice [18].
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Understanding how trust in robotic systems is maintained
and lost is important when developing robots that people will
continue to interact with. Within the human-robot interaction
community, the two largest factors that have been found to
impact trust are robot appearance and robot behavior. Find-
ings show that anthropomorphic robots tend to be favored
compared to robots that appear more mechanical [7], [1],
[5], [4]. Mori’s concept of the “uncanny valley” describes
the effect of technologies resembling closely but not exactly
resembling a human [12]. Researchers have proposed that the
degree of human-likeness affects trust and that people very
quickly form a ‘mental model’ of a robot which influences
the expectations they have for its behavior [11], [3], [9]. In
this way, the appearance and behavior of a robot are crucial
in building trust [21].

Another relevant aspect of robot behavior is the nature
of speech interactions between humans and robots. Related
work has examined how a robot’s use of hedge or discourse
markers can influence perceptions of the robot [20], [19].
Hedge markers are defined as words people use in sentences
to soften the tone. For example, “I’m not an expert, but”
could be used to reduce the impact of the sentence. Discourse
markers include words such as “so”, “well”, “right”, and
“anyways” which connect speech phrases. Researchers have
found that markers that affect interaction directness impacted
the effectiveness of human-robot communication [19].

B. Trust and Robotic Failures

While it is clear that distrust of robots can be detrimental
in human-robot teams, over-trust can have similarly negative
consequences. Over-reliance on robots can lead to dangerous
situations in safety critical environments where a person
trusts a robot when it fails. For example, Robinette et al.
conducted a study in which a contrived fire emergency
situation was created and participants were encouraged to
follow a robot to safety [16]. Many participants followed the
robot despite obvious faults in the robot’s guidance. Further
work by Robinette et al. defined two situations where people
can over-trust robots: misjudging the abilities or intent of the
robot and misjudging the risk involved [14]. In these works,
failures or service breakdowns are an important part of
influencing how much a person continues to trust a robot. Lee
et al. found that strategies mitigating the effects of these types
of failures include apologies, compensation, or providing
more options to the user [8]. Other researchers have also
found that the specific timing of when robots apologize or
promise to do better impact the repair of trust [15]. While
specific strategies have been shown to maintain trust after
robotic mistakes, how users perceive different types of robot
communication with respect to trust is still an open area of
research.

III. FORMS OF COMMUNICATION

In this work, we examine how forms of robot
communication affect user trust. Our work differs from
prior studies of communication and trust which looked at
robot features such as hedge and discourse markers or other

aforementioned trust repair strategies. In our study, the FOC
is defined as a combination of who begins the interaction
and when the robot provides information. The timeline of
the progression of each FOC is visualized in Fig. 1. Here,
we define the four FOCs.

1) Unsolicited: The robot aids the user preemptively,
whether or not the user has prompted the robot.

2) Solicited: The robot aids the user only when the user
has directly requested help from the robot.

3) Pre-Corrective: The robot aids the user only when
the user makes a mistake, at the moment of the
mistake and before completion of the task.

4) Post-Corrective: The robot aids the user only when
the user makes a mistake, after completion of the task.

FOCs are unique from other previously studied trust
repair strategies. Our selected FOCs specifically capture the
differences in initiation strategy, i.e. whether the user initiates
the interaction or the robot initiates the interaction. They also
investigate the timing of interaction, i.e. whether the robot
corrects the user at the time of failure or after completion
of the task. FOCs are different from robot features such
as hedge markers, appearance, or directness because FOCs
change whether the user receives information or not. For
example, if a person does not ask for information, this is a
different form of communication than when the robot gives
you information unprompted. However in both these cases,
the robot could use the same hedge markers, have the same
appearance, and have the same level of directness.

IV. METHODOLOGY

A. Materials
We conducted our study using a Pepper robot from

SoftBank Robotics. Pepper is an animated humanoid robot
with text to speech, speech recognition, and computer vision
capabilities.

We developed a Simon Says game, pictured in Fig 2. In
this version of the Simon Says game, a sequence of colored
lights (white, yellow, blue and green buttons) are flashed
in predefined sequences. After the sequence is shown, the
participant must copy the sequence by pressing the buttons
in the exact same order as flashed. Participants can change
their answer by pressing a “reset” button (located on the top
left of the box). Thus, users could change their answer if
Pepper provided advice.

One sequence of the game had a length of eight color
flashes. This was selected based on prior psychological
experiments that have shown individuals can recall, on av-
erage, about seven items from short-term memory [10]. The
game involved ten interaction rounds. In each round, there
were three sequences followed by a 14-point questionnaire.
Participants therefore completed 30 sequences of the game.

The Simon Says game was chosen because it allowed us to
measure trust in discrete time blocks. It is also a game that is
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Fig. 1. Diagrammatic Representation of Forms of Communication: This diagram shows when a robot gives advice with respect to a task that a user is
completing. The colored/darkened nodes are locations where the robot provides a different type of advice, either by initiating differently or at a different
timing.

Fig. 2. Simon Says Game

easy to understand so participants can be quickly briefed and
do the experiment in a short time. The feedback for correct
or incorrect sequences is immediate so participants are able
to quickly judge the advice received. Finally, each sequence
length takes a relatively short time to complete which allows
many interactions with Pepper over a short period of time.

B. Participants

We recruited 44 participants (Male=28, Female=16) who
were students and staff between the ages of 18 and 64 to
participate in this experiment. The mean age was 22.6 with a
7.5 standard deviation. Participants were randomly assigned
to each of the four FOC conditions. This experiment was
conducted with the approval of the university’s Institutional
Review Board (IRB) and all subjects signed approved con-
sent forms.

C. Experimental Design

This study was a 1 x 4 between subject design to test
the effects of each FOC on trust. Each participant only
experienced one FOC when interacting with the robot.

In order to obtain an understanding of how different types
of communication affect trust we developed a collaborative
trust exercise. In this exercise, participants played a Simon-
Says game (described in Section IV-A). While the partici-

pants played the game, Pepper assisted the participants by
giving advice. However, this advice was not always correct.
Participants were told that Pepper shared the same goal
of completing the task. In our experimental design, Pepper
provided the correct sequences to the user during the first
four rounds of the game. Four rounds without failure was the
minimal amount needed for maximum trust to be reached
as participants’ trust scores plateaud and reached a steady
state. This was found in a pilot study. In the next six
rounds, Pepper provided an incorrect sequence once in each
set of three, for an effective failure rate of one-third. Our
expectation was that trust would rise from the baseline for
the first four correct rounds then fall at a certain rate for the
remaining incorrect rounds. This hypothesis was tested with
the measures described in the Metrics section.

The type of advice Pepper gave took the form of one
of the FOC’s. In the unsolicited condition, Pepper provided
the user with the sequence unprompted every time. In the
solicited condition, the participant must ask Pepper for ad-
vice directly. Only when asked would Pepper provide advice.
In the pre-corrective condition, Pepper would only provide
advice when the user made a “mistake” when entering the
sequence based on Pepper’s knowledge of the sequence. This
means that Pepper would not only correct the participant
when the participant was wrong, but also when Pepper had
incorrect knowledge of the sequence and thus thought the
participant was wrong (even if the participant was right).
Pepper provided this advice immediately when the user
inputted a color that differed from Pepper’s belief. In the
post-corrective condition, Pepper again provided advice only
when the participant disagreed with Pepper’s knowledge
of the sequence. However, Pepper did not interrupt the
participant and only provided the advice once the participant
had finished entering the entire sequence. Again, Pepper
would provide this advice when Pepper’s knowledge of the
sequence disagreed with the input of the participant.
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The experiment proceeded as follows: The participant was
introduced to Pepper, and the game was explained. The
experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3. The participant was
told that the study was being conducting to test Pepper’s new
computer vision algorithm. Before the experiment began,
participants played the game for one round without Pepper
to familiarize themselves with the game mechanics. In the
solicited case, they were also shown how to ask Pepper for
help.

The experiment then began and the participant took the
40-question baseline trust survey. The participant then played
the game for one round, i.e. three back-to-back sequences of
flashing lights in which the participant entered his or her
own input after each sequence. At this point, the participant
took the 14-question trust survey. This was repeated for ten
rounds, resulting in a total of 30 sequences and ten 14-
question surveys. The sequences were the same for each
participants. Additionally, the sequences when Pepper gives
incorrect advice were also the same across all conditions.
After the 10 rounds, the participant took the final 40 question
survey. This timeline of events is pictured in Fig 4. Each
round took approximately two to three minutes totalling an
experiment time of around 30 minutes.

Fig. 3. Experimental Setup

V. HYPOTHESES

We hypothesize about the relationship between the FOCs
and their impact on trust. As a subjective metric of trust
we utilize a standard 14-point survey. As an objective
metric, we measure the amount of agreement between the
participant’s response and the advice of the robot. We
predict overall trust differences in Hypothesis 1 and rate of
trust rise and fall differences in Hypothesis 2.

Hypothesis 1-A: Users will have greater trust in the robot
when the robot gives solicited advice as compared to the

other FOCs because solicited advice is less intrusive than
the other forms of communication. Furthermore, a person is
likely to be more forgiving when the advice was prompted
for by the user.

Hypothesis 1-B: Users will have greater trust in the robot
when the robot gives post-corrective advice as compared to
pre-corrective advice (Post-Corrective > Pre-Corrective).
The main difference between pre- and post- corrective
advice is that pre-corrective interrupts the participant which
may be viewed as rude or annoying by the participant.
Therefore, we believed that post-corrective would result in
higher trust scores than pre-corrective.

Hypothesis 1-C: Users will have greater trust in the
robot when the robot gives unsolicited advice as compared
to pre-corrective advice (Unsolicited > Pre-Corrective).
Similar to the previous hypothesis, pre-corrective is more
interruptive than unsolicited so we hypothesized that users
would trust a robot using unsolicited advice more.

Hypothesis 2-A: Users’ trust will decrease at a faster rate
when the robot gives pre-corrective advice compared to
the other FOCs during robot failure. We hypothesized that
pre-corrective advice would affect trust more negatively
than the other conditions because the robot is interrupting
the user with false information. Based on our pilot study,
users claimed that this distraction greatly impacted how
well they could complete the task.

Hypothesis 2-B: Users’ trust will increase at a faster rate
when the robot gives pre-corrective advice compared to the
other FOCs when the robot is correct. We hypothesized that
users would prefer the interruptive nature of pre-corrective
when the robot is correct because it notifies the user imme-
diately when a mistake occurs and allows them to correct
the mistake before completing the task.

Fig. 4. Summary of experiment flow

VI. METRICS

A. Explicit Metrics

Trust metrics consisted of a 14-point and 40-point survey
described in Schaefer [17]. We used these metrics as they
have been thoroughly tested and are explicitly designed for
measuring trust over time. The 40-point survey was given to
the participant prior to the experiment to obtain a baseline
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trust score and the 14-point survey was used after each
round of the game giving 11 aggregate trust measurements.
The internal consistency between the two surveys can be
found in Schaefer [17]. The 14-point survey consisted of
the following questions rated at 10% intervals from 0% to
100%: What % of the time will Pepper function correctly,
be dependable, be reliable, be unresponsive, be predictable,
act consistently, malfunction, provide feedback, meet the
needs of the mission/task, provide appropriate information,
have errors, communicate with people, perform exactly as
instructed, and follow directions?

B. Implicit Metrics

In order to further measure participant trust, two implicit
measures were recorded. These were participant agreement
with Pepper and number of sequences correct. Agreement
with Pepper was recorded as a percentage and was used as a
measure of trust alongside the explicit measures mentioned
above. The number of sequences correct was collected to
verify whether or not the FOC also had no impact on
performance.

VII. RESULTS

In this section, we report the results of the study and
the statistical findings. We establish statistical significance at
the α = 0.05 level. Trust scores were split into two groups:
before Pepper begins failing (rounds 1-4) and after Pepper
begins failing (rounds 5-10). The first trust score taken before
the game began was used as a baseline. A summary of the
adjusted trust score over all game rounds is shown in Fig. 5.
Adjusted trust scores were created by subtracting the baseline
trust score from every participant’s subsequent trust score.

We conducted a linear mixed effects analysis of the rela-
tionship between trust and form of communication. As fixed
effects, we used the FOC’s interaction with failures before
and after along with their baseline trust, age, race, gender,
and education. The baseline trust was determined by the
pre-survey participants took before interacting with Pepper.
As random effects, we had intercepts for each participant.
Mistake rounds were encoded three different ways within
the model. In the first encoding, rounds 1-4 were grouped
together as no mistake rounds and rounds 5-10 were grouped
together as mistake rounds. In the second encoding, the
specific slopes of trust rise in rounds 1-4 were modeled.
In the third encoding, the trust fall in rounds 5-10 were
modeled. The residuals of the model were checked to be
normally distributed by a visual inspection of the Q-Q plot.

Main effects were found for the baseline trust score, trust
scores before and after failure, rate of trust increased, and rate
of trust decrease. No main effects for the form of communi-
cation were found. However, interaction effects were found
between the form of communication and the difference in
trust scores between no mistake and mistake rounds. Inter-
action effects were statistically different between solicited
and pre-corrective F(1,484) = 7.39, p = 0.009, solicited and
post-corrective F(1,484) = 6.086, p = 0.002, and unsolicited

and post-corrective, F(1,484) = 5.567, p = 0.033. Fig. 6
shows these interactions.

One significant interaction effect between the slope of trust
rise and form of communication was found. Unsolicited and
post-corrective had statistically different slopes (F(1,484) =
3.895, p= 0.016) between rounds one through four. No other
interaction effects were found in both the trust rise and trust
fall slopes.

A one-way ANOVA (F(3,38), p ≤ 0.001) determined that
the form of communication significantly impacted the per-
centage of times a participant agreed with Pepper. Levene’s
test, the Shapiro-Wilk test, and the Bartlett test were used for
checking outliers, normality of residuals, and homogeneity
of variances respectively. A Tukey post-hoc test revealed
statistically significantly higher ratio of agreements between
the solicited case (M = 0.92, SD = 0.14) than the pre-
corrective (M = 0.68, SD = 0.12, p < 0.001) and post-
corrective (M = 0.66, SD = 0.10, p < 0.001). There was no
statistically significant results between unsolicited (M = 0.79,
SD = 0.10) and the other groups. Fig. 7 shows these results.

Finally, a one-way ANOVA determined no significant
differences were found between the FOC groups on the
percent of sequences a participant got correct.

VIII. DISCUSSION

The results indicate that the form of communication (FOC)
used by Pepper affects the difference in trust loss once
mistakes occur. In other words, the change in trust before
and after Pepper makes mistakes is impacted by the form
of communication. Here we will analyze each significant
interaction effect. We found evidence to support Hypothesis
1-A but we did not find any significant differences to support
Hypothesis 2.

A. Positive Effect of Solicited Advice on Trust

Trust decreased significantly less after Pepper began mak-
ing mistakes in the solicited case compared to both the
pre-corrective and post-corrective case. While the interaction
effect with unsolicited did not show statistical significance,
the difference in trends can be seen in Fig. 6. Participants
thus maintain trust much better in the solicited case. This
is not the same as saying solicited advice loses trust slower
than the other cases because we found no interaction effects
for the slope during the mistake rounds. Instead, we compare
the average trust scores during the correct rounds versus the
average trust scores during the mistake rounds.

This significant interaction effect corresponds to our first
hypothesis that users would trust Pepper when offered so-
licited advice over other forms of advice. We believe this to
be the case because when Pepper begins making mistakes,
she doesn’t initiate the interaction and interrupt or distract
the participant who is completing the sequence. Pepper takes
around 2 or 3 seconds to speak the sequence which many
participants commented caused them to forget the sequence
due to the interruption. The solicited case allows users to
prompt for advice only when they want to. In addition, if
Pepper is wrong when a user asks for advice, perhaps they
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Fig. 5. Mean of adjusted trust score over all game rounds. Error bars represent standard deviation. Green region (rounds 1-4) represents Pepper giving
completely accurate advice, red region (rounds 5-10) represents Pepper giving mistakes in her advice

Fig. 6. Interaction effects of forms of communication before and after
Pepper fails. Statistical levels are indicated here: p∗ ≤ 0.05, p∗∗ ≤ 0.01

Fig. 7. Comparison of percent of times participants agreed with Pepper
for each condition. The significant levels are indicated here: p∗ ≤ 0.001

are more forgiving because they didn’t know the sequence
themselves. However, our study seeks only to demonstrate
which FOC affects trust the most, not the reasons behind it.

B. Agreement with Pepper

The results show that the frequency with which par-
ticipants agreed with the answer provided by Pepper was
affected by the FOC. We found statistically significant differ-
ences between the solicited condition and pre-corrective and
post-corrective conditions. Since solicited communication
was initiated by the participant it was more likely that they
were unsure and in need of advice. Perhaps participants
were more willing to accept Peppers answer due to this
factor. On the other hand post-corrective required the users to
have already formulated an answer to the task and therefore
participants are less inclined to change their answer.

IX. CONCLUSION

Our results indicate that the form of communication can
positively or negatively impact a user’s perception of a
robot. We found that using solicited advice decreased the
degradation in trust users had when a robot started making
mistakes in our task. Further work can be done on identifying
which form of communication is most suitable for different
tasks. Our experiment had relatively low risks for when the
robot made a mistake which may have affected which form of
communication participants preferred. For example, in a high
risk scenario, participants may prefer a robot that interrupts
through unsolicited, pre-corrective, or post-corrective advice
if the information is crucial. Another future study, could
analyze the relationship between the form of communication
and how often mistakes are revealed to the user. In this study,
the solicited case could have the potential to obfuscate the
true error rate of the robot.

Social robots that are designed to serve the public must be
viewed as trustworthy sources of information and assistance
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if they are going to be actively used. Unfortunately, as with
all systems, mistakes are inevitable. These robot mistakes
can potentially lessen the public’s trust of these robotic
systems. Therefore it is important to create robots that
build and maintain trust with the people they serve. This
study demonstrated that the ways in which robots provide
information and how they initiate an interaction can affect
how trustworthy they are perceived by users.
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